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ABSTRACT

The reaction cross sections for p, d, He, C, Mg and S beams with different
chemical components of emulsion nuclei at 4.5A GeV/c have been studied with
high statistics, and were compared with the calculations according to Glauber
model. The multiplicity distributions of shower produced particles from these
interactions with light and heavy emulsion nuclei are analyzed in terms of the
negative binomial and Poisson distribution laws.

INTRODUCTION

Pions are interesting tool for studying light and heavy ions interactions since they are
mainly produced ( at energies below 1-2 GeV) in the decay of A particles. Most of the
energy spent on particle creation during high energy nuclear collision is used for pion
production. The properties of pion production is necessary in order to establish global
conditions created in the reaction region and to understand the dynamics of the collision
properties. The negative binomial distribution has become a common language in the
description of the multiplicity distribution of charged particles produced in hadron-hadron
[1], hadron-nucleus [2-3] and nucleus-nucleus [4] collisions at both intermediate and high
energies.

Nuclear research emulsion are particle detectors composed of silver halide crystals (called
heavy nuclei AgBr) immersed in a gelatin matrix consisting mostly of hydrogen, carbon,
nitrogen and Oxygen called light (HCNO) nuclei with other elements in smaller quantities
[5]. The passage of charged particles through the photosensitive halide crystals renders
them developable under the action of a chemical reducing agent. The result is a trial of
opaque silver "grains" that faithfully record the trajectories and interactions of particles as
they traverse the emulsion. Nuclear emulsions have been used extensively in both
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accelerator and cosmic-ray research because of their compactness of size, 4^-steradian
acceptance angle, high spatial resolution, and large range of ionization sensitivity.

We have previously reported the following results at Dubna energy using emulsion
techniques (i) characteristics of multiple helium fragments produced in C, Ne and Si [6](ii)
study of multiparticle and angular distributions of 6Li, 7Li and C beams [7-8](iii)
Multiplicity characteristics and enhancement study between 6Li and 7Li [9]. The present
study is a continuation of studying the interaction of various projectile beams with emulsion
nuclei at Dubna energy. Here we shall briefly describe the results on the particle and total
production cross sections in the interactions of p, d, He, C, Mg and S beams at 4.5 A GeV/c
with light (CNO) and heavy (AgBr) components of emulsion nuclei. We will also calculate
the corresponding inelastic cross section based on Glauber approach. In addition, the
multiplicity distributions of shower particles produced from light CNO and heavy AgBr
emulsion components are examined in terms of negative binomial (NB) and Poisson
distribution laws.

EXPERIMENT

Table l.The percentage of nuclei in the BR-2 emulsion

Element
Weight

[H
39.52

6 ^

17.72 4.96
8 U

11.99 12.99

108 An47 n9
12.99

The present experiment was performed in a stack of Br-2 emulsion pellicles of dimension
10 x 20 cm2 and 600// m thick which were bombarded by p, d, He, C, Mg and S at 4.5 A
GeV/c.

Each of the stack pellicles was scanned along the tracks, fast in the forward direction
and slow in the backward one. We performed the analysis on about 1000 inelastic
interactions [6-9] from C ion under a high magnification.

In each events the emitted secondary particles are classified in accordance with
standard criteria into the following types:

1. Relativistic single charged particles called showers (s) of relative ionization I/I 0 < 1.4
where I is the particle track ionization and Io is the (minimum ionizing singly charged
particles) ionization at the plateau. Most of them are n -mesons with very high velocity /?
(v/c) > 0.7. The multiplicity of these tracks is denoted by n,.

2. Grey tracks (g-particles) which are tracks with R £ 3 mm and velocity 0.2 </?< 0.7.
They are mainly protons knocked out from target. The multiplicity of these tracks is
denoted by ng. The grey particles with 9 < 3° and I/I0«4 and without change in ionization

along a length at least 2 cm from the interaction vertex are taken as double-charged
projectile fragments with Z=2.

3. Black tracks (b-particles) having R < 3 mm and I/Io£ 4.5. These tracks are produced by
comparatively slower particles emitted from the target nucleus. Grey and Black tracks
taken together are referred to as heavily ionizing particles, the multiplicity of such tracks is
denoted by nh - ng+nb.

4. Any charged fragment at an angle 6 < 3° subjected to multiple Coulomb-scattering
measurement for momentum determination and without change in ionization along a length
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at least 2 cm from the interaction vertex are taken as singly charged projectile fragment of
Z=l (seen as shower) or Z=2 (seen as grey) o r Z > 3 (seen as black) and therefore then
separated.

In order to see how the shower particle multiplicities produced from different targets
of emulsion nuclei, we separated the observed events into two categories

1. nh < 7 interactions with light elements (CNO, A=14)
2. nh> 7 interactions with heavy elements (AgBr, A=94)

This work includes the corresponding results produced from p, d, He, C, Mg and S at 4.5
AGeV/c[4], [7-9], [15-19].

THEORETICAL DISCUSSIONS

Reaction cross sections

The cross-section of production of new particles in hadron-nucleus and nucleus-
nucleus collisions is defined according to Glauber approach as [10]

- n n (! - ptf - *+ f f c ) ) } •
%, (1)

t = i 1=1

b is an impact parameter, y is an amplitude of elastic NN scattering in the impact

parameter representation, {s}}, j=l,2 A and {r* }, k=l,2,...,B are coordinates of nucleons
within, respectively, A and B nucleus on the impact parameter plane. These coordinates are
measured from thecenter of mass of each nucleus respectively, too.

To calculate the inelastic cross-section discussed above, it is necessary to give a

function y{b) and square of modulus of ground state wave function \y/J\ of A and B nuclei.
The approximation

is often used at E * 4 GeV/A. Here 0-^=40 mb is total cross-section of NN interaction,
a =-0.23 is ratio of real part to imaginary part of elastic scattering amplitude at zero
momentum transfer, B=7.6 (GeV/c)2 is the slope parameter of differential cross-section of
elastic NN scattering.

Sets of values am, a and B at different energies are presented in a number of

compilations [11-12]. Function \y/A\2 is often given as

*(r,), (3)
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pA represents one-particle density of nuclei. In this case the aggregate of nucleon
coordinates does not meets self-evident demands

A

= 0. (4)

1 aking into account of this condition "is named an account of center of mass correlation"
—» - >

If projectile is a nucleon it is necessary to set a density pA as a delta-function pA{r) = S(r)
The parameterization from [12] is used for deuterons

3
- r 2 / 4 -y , / r \

,e. , (5)
1 = 1

71 = 225(GeV/c)\ Cl = 0.178/(47r7l)
3/2,

7 2 = 45(GeV/c)\ c, = 0.287/(47r72)3/2,

73 = 25{GeV/c)\ c, = 0.535/(47r73)3/2.

Here r is a distance between a proton and a neutron within a deuteron.
For He nuclei \y/A\ has been chosen as

Where Rw, = 1.37 fm. To all other nuclei (A > 6) a one-particle density has been defined as
r — R

pA(r) = const / (1 + e « ), (7)

with R,, = 1.07 A1/3 fm, c = 0.545 fm. Tcenter of mass correlation has been taken into
account. We have used the algorithm of [10] to calculate the expression w, XCT / ) I/^,H' (

where aA, is the inelastic cross section of the projectile (A) with the target nucleus (i) (i=C,
N, O, for light emulsion components and i=Br and Ag for heavy emulsion ones), w, is the
weight of each target nucleus (i) in the photoemulsion (its values are given in Table. 1)

Shower particle multiplicities

In the present work the validity of NB and Poisson laws are examined for the shower
particle distributions produced from the interactions of p, d, He, C, Mg and S with both
light CNO and heavy AgBr emulsion nuclei.

According to NB law for the multiplicity ns > 0 of singly charged produced particles,

it is assumed that the probability P{ns) is given by [3]

DI \ " V * rl)...(K+ ns-l) ( K \n> ( K \K
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It has two parameters, the mean shower multiplicity <n,> and a real quantity K which is
related to the dispersion D as follows: D2= <n,>+ <n,>2/K. In general the NB law reduces
to the Poisson law when K -» a>:

/>(„,) =
 < n' >n' x e-<nt> (9)

na
Giovanini and Van Hove showed that the NB law arises, from underlying cascade events,
which can be characterized by primary processes each of which is the origin of a number of
secondary particles The fluctuations of the number (N) of such primary processes, which in
the terminology of Van Hove is an ancestor of a "clan", obeys the Poisson law. The number
of particles (nc) produces within the clan follows the logarithmic law:

P(nc) = nc
— , n e > l , Pc(0) = 0.

The parameters <N>, b and <nc> are related to <N5> and K in NB law as follows:

nc > =

<nc>
b=

<NS> +K
(10)

The physical meaning of the K parameter is extensively discussed by Giovannini and Van
Hove [19]. For the cascade process, K is a measure of aggregation of the final particles in
the clan. In other words, it describes the enhancement of the probability that N particles are
produced with respect to the independent particle production described by the Poisson law.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Table 2. The experimental inelastic cross sections of the studied projectiles (A) in the
interactions with CNO (<JACNO) and AgBr (<rArAgBr) components of emulsion nuclei. The
corresponding values according to Glauber calculations are shown in parentheses.

Beam
<7A,CN0

Beam

317 ±35
(279)

11.83 ±79
(1045)

881 ± 21
(909)

2086 ± 49
(2431)

454 ± 33
(439)

1195 ±60
(1350)

AMg
1303 ±101

(1439)
2827 ±173

(2782)

He
585 ± 9

(586)
1564 ± 24

(1813)
32(

1424 ± 83
(1485)

2822 ± 135
(3122)

Table 2 shows the experimental reaction cross section for beams of p, d, He, C, Mg, and
S beams with CNO and AgBr nuclei at 4.5 A GeV/c. The corresponding values calculated
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according to Glauber approach are also included. As can be seen, the reaction cross sections
increase with both the mass numbers of the projectile and target nuclei. The calculated
inelastic cross sections are generally quite close to the experimental values.

The experimental ratio A'AgBr is found to be »3.7 for p beam and « 2.6 for d through
' A.CNO

C beams. These values are nearly equal to (o\

A.CNO A.CNO

respectively. As for

Mg, and S beams the values of this ratio which is observed to decrease to 2.2-2.0, equal
A.AgBr N 0 4

) Figs. 1,2 represent the multiplicity distributions of shower particles produced in
°A.CNO

the interactions of 4.5 A GeV/c p, d, He, C, Mg and S beams with CNO and AgBr nuclei.
The calculations according to negative binomial NB (solid curves) and Poisson (dashed
curves) are also plotted for comparison. It is shown in Fig. 1 that the experimental points
produced from p, d and He beams are satisfactorily described by Poisson distribution, while
the NB law did not work for these beams. On theother hand the NB law has a good fitting
for the experimental distributions produced from the beams C, Mg and S as shown in Fig.2.

For C the NB law agree more clearly with the experimental points than do the
calculations according to Poisson law. As for Mg and S with both CNO and AgBr the NB
may fit the experimental points while Poisson law can not describe the data. In conclusion,
one may observe that the experimental data for n j multiplicity distribution for the light
beams p, d, He with both CNO and AgBr targets can be satisfactorily fitted by Poisson law,
while in the case of C the NB is more valid for most of the considered cases. On the other
hand the NB distribution in Fig.2 shows an agreement with the experimental results of the
n, multiplicity distribution of Mg and S with both CNO and AgBr. It is interesting to note
that the agreement between the experimental data and NB law in the case of AgBr
collisions, especially at lower values of ns, is less than the close agreement in the case of
CNO collisions. This is clearly observed in the results of C and S. The reason for this is
previously discussed in [3-4] that almost all final particles are grouped in a considerably
small number of very rich clans and each of these big clans strongly violates the logarithmic

law The intranuclear cascade processes suggests the physical picture underlying the
formation of these big clans such that in the first steps of the collision a large number of
small primary clans are formed. These small clans obey, in principle, the logarithmic like

law but because of subsequent interactions between the clan members these primary clans
merge such that they violate the logarithmic law.

Table 3. Parameters of NB and Poisson distributions results from CNO interactions.

Projectile
P
d

l2C
2<Mg

K
-21.95 ±2.2

-232.69 ± 16.5
14.4 ±0.90
2.5 ± 0.22
1.44 ±0.28

2.029 ± 0.06

<N>
0.94 ±0.19
2.75 ±0.2
3.21 ±0.20
2.59 ± 0.26
2.66 ±0.13
2.89 ±0.10

<nc>
0.96 ±0.07
1.00 ±0.07
1.12 ±0.07
1.75 ±0.19
2.95 ±0.17
2.22 ±0.1

X'fd.f
0.12
0.44
0.44
0.26
0.77
0.36

Ref.
[15]
151
151

This work[l9]
[4]

[18]
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Fig.l Experimental multiplicity distributions of shower particles (n,) (closed square points)
and Poisson distributions (dashed curves) of beams p, d, He at 4.5 A GeV/c with both CNO
and AgBr targets.
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Fig.2 Same as Fig.l but for C, Mg and S, the solid curves are the calculations according to
NB distributions.
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Table 4. Parameters of NB and Poisson distributions results from AgBr interactions

Projectile
P
d

4He
UC

"Mg
325

K
-5.26 ±0.37
-76.38 ±3.85
33.97 ±1.25
2.06 ±0.13
2.12 ±0.30
1.32 ±0.0

<
1.75
3.71
5.58
3.33

4.64
3.47

±
±
±
±
±
±

>
0.12
0.19
0.21
0.2

0.13
0.11

<
0.85
0.98
1.09
2.49
3.63
4.09

±
±
±
±
±
±

>
0.06
0.05
0.04
0.17
0.12
0.13

x'/d.f
1.58
0.04
0.68
0.51
5.2
0.83

Ref.
15
15

[15]
This work[\9]

[4
[18]

In table 3-4 and Fig.3, the corresponding parameters of <N> and n c of theNB

distributions for all the present beams are summarized. These parameters are related to

<N,> and K through equation (10). The quality of fit can be seen from ^Vd.f. We can

conclude the following remarks:
• The mean multiplicity <N, > continues to increase with A p according to a power

law. The fitting relations to the experimental points are:
<N,>=2.00A 0 3 7 3 for CNO

<N,>=1.92A0-656 for AgBr

• The mean values of <n c> within the clans appears to be almost perfectly constant for

p, d, He, its values are around 0.9-1.1 for both CNO and AgBr collisions. For similar
beams [3] with C target using Dubna Propane Bubble chamber, <nc> is also constant

with values around 1.3. The mean number <N>of clans are 2.75 and 1.75 for p-CNO
and p-AgBr, respectively and increase linearly up to A p =6 with AgBr group, while the

change in <N> is not sensitive through interactions with CNO up to A p =7. In [3], the

validity of NB law for p-C, d-C and He-C in the light of a largely oversimplified model
in which each nucleon of a complex projectile can, on the average, interact only once
with the target nucleons giving rise to a primary clan of particles not interacting
subsequently with the members of other clans or with other nucleons. Then in such
case (p, d, He) with CNO and probably with AgBr, the average number of clans
<N>should be equal to the effective number of interacting nucleons of the projectile and
the average multiplicity <n e> within the clan should be independent of the kind of the

projectile and be equal to that for the interaction of two free nucleons. This suggests
that for all projectiles studied the structure of clans is essentially the same. This agrees
qualitatively with the picture in all primary clans are independent and non-
interacting even if the projectile itself is complex.

• The <nc > value slightly increases for C beam. For heavier beams Mg and S the mean

<n t > appears to be almost perfectly constant for CNO group and slightly increase with
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Fig.3 A power law relation between the experimental mean value <n ,> and the mass

number A p for the present beams in the interactions with CNO (solid line) and AgBr

(dashed line) nuclei.
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values are equal « 2.5 and 4.0 for CNO and AgBr groups, respectively. The relative
increase of<nc> for AgBr group is due to secondary interactions of the clans.

• The parameter K has its minimum value at A p =2 and has its maximum value at

A p = 1 and fluctuates over 1.5-2.1 at A p = 12-32 independent on target type.

CONCLUSION

The experimental results of reaction cross sections for p, d, He, C, Mg and S interaction
with CNO and AgBr target nuclei at 4.5 GeV/c per nucleon are nicely represented by the
calculations according Glauber approach. The multiplicity distributions of shower charged
particles produced from these interactions are satisfactorily described by Poisson law for
beams of p, d and He while the results for C, Mg and S are fitted by NB law. The values of
parameters corresponding to NB law for these beams are qualitatively constant with the
picture of clans. The average number of singly charged particles within the clan is only
weakly dependent on the kind of projectile. This reflects that the structure of clans are
essentially the same for all projectiles. The increase in <n v> for heavy beams may be due

to a secondary interaction of the clans.
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